When you move fast,
your business moves fast.

BODY &
MOTOR

Superpro battery
700 advanced

BATTERIES
& CHARGER

BACKPACK VACUUM

The Superpro battery 700 Advanced has been designed with
leading-edge battery power and brushless motor technology,
delivering a superior combination of freedom, efficiency and
productivity.

Machine features

Lithium-ion battery technology
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The lithium-ion battery utilises advanced technology to
provide more power, longer runtime and faster charging,
which improves overall performance and durability.
Provided with two sets of rechargeable lithium-ion battery
packs, to keep you cleaning longer. One set is required for
machine operation and the other is conveniently supplied to
increase overall run time.

COMMERCIAL
GRADE

HEPA RATED
HYPERCONE FILTER

EASY
MAINTENANCE

PREMIUM QUALITY
MOTOR

PREMIUM
AIRFLOW

LIGHTWEIGHT

LOW NOISE

ERGONOMIC
HARNESS

BATTERY
OPERATED

What’s in the box
2 piece chrome wand
Combination floor tool
Crevice tool
Dusting brush

Upholstery tool
4 batteries & 1 charger
2 reusable dust bags
5 disposable dust bags

1h 45min charging time (per set)
Up to 45min run time per set (2 sets incl.)

Technical specifications
Motor

300W single stage flow-through 36V BLDC

Noise level (at 1.5m)

67dB(A)

Filtration

4-stage, HEPA rated HyperconeTM filter

Volumetric airflow (max.)

33L/sec

Capacity

5L

Weight

5.7 kg (with battery pack excluding hose)

Batteries supplied

2 sets of 18V 6.0Ah (108Wh) lithium-ion batteries (4 batteries total)

Warranty

2 years on body and motor, 1 year on batteries and charger

Designed in
Australia

Professional and
household friendly

Trusted by 1500+
companies

Reliability recognised
in 20+ countries

enquiries@apexsupplies.co.uk | 01277 623269

When you move fast,
your business moves fast.

Superpro 700

BODY &
MOTOR

BACKPACK VACUUM

The Superpro 700 is Pacvac’s flagship backpack
vacuum. This vacuum provides users with the perfect
balance of comfort, durability and efficiency.

What’s in the box
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2 piece chrome wand
Combination floor tool
Crevice tool
Dusting brush

Machine features
Upholstery tool
2 reusable dust bags
5 disposable dust bags
COMMERCIAL
GRADE

HEPA RATED
HYPERCONE FILTER

EASY
MAINTENANCE
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LIGHTWEIGHT
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18M
EXTENSION LEAD

Technical specifications
Motor

900W two stage flow-through

Noise level (at 1.5m)

70.2dB(A)

Filtration

4-stage, HEPA rated HyperconeTM filter

Volumetric airflow (max.)

53L/sec

Capacity

5L

Weight

5.2kg (excluding power cord assembly and hose)

Power cord

18m extension lead

Warranty

2 years on body and motor

Designed in
Australia

Professional and
household friendly

Trusted by 1500+
companies

Reliability recognised
in 20+ countries
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